
CallRail’s reporting shows you 
when call volume is heaviest so 
you can book staff to answer the 
phone. Use Call Flow Builder to 
create custom call schedules and 
call routing based on business 
hours and staff availability so you 
don’t miss any valuable leads. 

Your Customers
 are Calling

Call tracking allows you to 
attribute phone leads back to the 
campaigns and keywords that 
drove them so you can optimize 
your campaigns. With reporting 
features that show which 
marketing channels drive calls, 
you can allocate ad spend to 
what is really driving conversions 
for your business. 

Marketing Channels 
Drive Conversions

Geographic-based call routing allows 
you to cut out unneeded manual call 
transfers and streamline the process 
of connecting your customers to your 
business.

Your Customers are 
Calling From

84%
of marketers agree 
attribution is either 
critical or very important 
to marketing success.2 

61% of B2B Marketers Say 
Generating High-Quality Leads 
is Their Biggest Challenge.5

Conversation Intelligence features 
like call recording, automated 
lead qualification, and call scribe 
for transcriptions, automatically 
show you your most qualified 
leads so you can focus on driving 
more of them. 
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Integrate with Salesforce, Marketo, 
HubSpot, and more to manage 
your leads and know what online 
activity results in conversions. 

Your Customers Are

Integrating CallRail with 
marketing automation software 
showed one agency 40% of their 
calls were coming from SEO and 
not from paid ads, allowing them 
to shift marketing focus to SEO 
and cut wasted ad spend.1
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Lead conversion is determined 57% by lead 
quality and 43% by lead response time.3

Location-targeted 
U.S. mobile ad 
spend is projected 
to grow from $9.8 
billion in 2015 to 
$29.5 billion in 
20204 as marketers 
realize the 
importance of 
marketing by 
location.
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